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Today’s class
Create arff files

buildarff.py test.twt some.arff 50

input filename

output filename

Number of tweets per class
Using Weka

- Available in /u/cs401/WEKA

- Command:
  ```java -cp weka.jar *weka classifier* *classifier options*```
Test 3 different classifiers

- SVM
  - weka.classifiers.functions.SMO

- Naive Bayes
  - weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes

- Decision Tree
  - weka.classifiers.trees.J48
Training size

- Experiment with different training sizes
- 500 to 10k tweets for each class
- Increments of 500
Information Gain

- $\text{InfoGain(Class, Attribute)} = \text{H(Class)} - \text{H(Class | Attribute)}$
- `sh /u/cs401/WEKA/infogain.sh *arff file* > *output file*`
Cross-validation
Cross-validation

• 10-fold cross-validation on all 20,000 training tweets

• A vector of 10 accuracies for each classifier

• Find p-value of difference in classifier results
  • null hypothesis: identical means
Precision & Recall

Precision = \frac{\text{true positives}}{\text{true positives} + \text{false positives}}

Recall = \frac{\text{true positives}}{\text{true positives} + \text{false negatives}}
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